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Presentation Notes
Section One��Types of Conference Sponsorships and the Memorandum of Understanding
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When sponsoring an IEEE conference it refers to 
your percentage of the financial and technical 
responsibilities in running an IEEE sponsored 
conference 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term, “IEEE Conference Sponsorship” differs from typical sponsorships you see in today’s business world.  Conference sponsorship at IEEE refers to a percentage of the financial and technical responsibilities,  you are agreeing to manage, on behalf of your OU.  Now lets talk in more detail about the different types of IEEE conference sponsorships that are available to your OU.
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Financial Investment  
– Sole Sponsorship  

– Your OU has 100% ownership for both the financial and 
technical responsibilities related to your conference 

– Co-Sponsorship 
– Your OU has shared ownership for both the financial and 

technical responsibilities related to your conference  

No Financial Investment  
– Technical Co-sponsorship 

– Your OU will have direct and substantial involvement in 
executing a high quality technical program and oversight 
of IEEE brand usage  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can choose to have financial involvement in a conference or not. There are two types of sponsorships where your OU can have a financial stake, they are called – Sole Sponsorship and Co-Sponsorship. Sole sponsorship indicates your OU has full ownership for both the financial and technical responsibilities related to executing the conference. Co-Sponsorship indicates that you are entering into a sponsorship arrangement where you share the financial and technical responsibilities of the conference with another IEEE OU or non-IEEE organization. Technical Co-Sponsorship is very different, your OU has zero financial accountability   for the conference but is responsible for providing substantial involvement and oversight of the technical program development and execution. We also provide the financial sponsors the ability to use the IEEE brand. Now lets take a closer look at  each sponsorship type.  
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Sole sponsorship indicates full and sole organizational unit 
involvement in a conference  

As a conference organizer you will ensure the following key 
responsibilities are managed 

Validating the conference scope is aligned with IEEE and 
setting parameters to execute a high quality technical program 

Executing a successful conference that produces a positive 
surplus (20% goal)   
– Your OU will receive 100% of surplus or be responsible for a deficit  

Ensuring appropriate representation of the IEEE brand on all 
communications, websites and marketing materials  

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sole sponsorship indicates that your OU has complete responsibility for the conference, both financially and technically. Your goal is to run a successful conference that produces a 20% surplus. If your conference produces a surplus your OU will receive 100% of the surplus amount. If there is a deficit, your OU will absorbs the loss.  You can use the IEEE brand on all promotions including putting the IEEE name into the conference title. 
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Venue selection, negotiating services, exhibit management, 
publication of programs and proceedings, marketing and 
public relations 

Coordinating resource management and full administration 
of conference 

Escalating any legal issues to IEEE Conference Business 
Services  

Obtaining approval of the conference from IEEE 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a sole sponsored conference, you are responsible for all elements of planning and executing a successful conference, from venue selection to working with vendors and  executing a marketing plan,  just to mention a few. If you incur any legal challenges please contact MCE who will engage the IEEE legal staff on your behalf. You will need to complete the online conference application form and obtain approval from IEEE and once approved, your conference will be promoted in the IEEE conference search. 
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Co-sponsorship indicates shared involvement among several 
organizations, one of which is an IEEE Organizational Unit (OU) 

The IEEE OU’s financial responsibility is shared based on an 
agreed upon percentage 

Example: The IEEE OU has 70% share, the Co-sponsor has 
30% share and conference surplus is $10,000 

– IEEE OU = $7,000  /  Co-sponsor = $3,000 

– Financial management is typically managed by the majority 
owner  

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is required prior to 
approval. This document defines the agreed upon financial 
split and conference responsibilities for each party  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Co-sponsorship is when your OU decides to share the financial, technical and overall conference execution with another IEEE OU or non-IEEE organization. The parties collectively determine a percentage share based roughly on the amount of work and resources each party is willing to contribute. If you are doing 70% of the work, you should request an 70/30 split. In this example, the surplus would be divided based on this pre-determined percentage that is noted on the Memorandum of Understanding. The IEEE OU would receive $7,000 of the surplus and the co-sponsor would receive $3,000. If there was a $10,000 deficit the IEEE OU would be responsible for re-payment of  a $7,000 debt.  Typically the majority owner of the conference, manages the conference’s finances. 
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As a conference organizer you are responsible for managing and  
coordinating the following responsibilities with your co-sponsor/s 

Validating the conference scope is aligned with IEEE and setting 
parameters to execute a high quality technical program 

Executing a successful conference that produces a positive surplus (20%)  

Venue selection, negotiating services, exhibit management, publication   
of programs and proceedings, marketing and public relations 

Ensuring appropriate representation of the IEEE brand on all 
communications, websites and marketing materials 

Coordinating resource management and full administration of    
conference 

Escalating any legal issues to IEEE Conference Business Services  

Obtaining approval of the conference from IEEE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Co-Sponsorship, as the IEEE OU you have a shared responsibility for all the elements of hosting a conference. You work with your other co-sponsor/s to determine what each party is responsible for. This arrangement is then documented on a Memorandum of Understanding  also known as an (MOU). We will expand on the MOU in future slides. Completing an MOU is a good business practice, it confirms that all parties understand their role in executing the financial and technical responsibilities related to the conference. As previously mentioned, all conferences require that you to complete the online conference application form and obtain approval from IEEE. 
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Technical Co-Sponsorship indicates that IEEE has direct and 
substantial involvement in the organization and execution of the 
technical program. The financial sponsor/s are allowed to use the 
IEEE logo for promotional use and the conference’s proceedings 
are eligible for publication in Xplore.  

As a conference organizer you need to ensure the following key 
responsibilities are managed 

Validating the conference scope is aligned with IEEE and 
setting parameters to execute a high quality technical program 

Provide direct involvement in the Technical Program 
– Examples include:  An IEEE volunteer is the Technical Program 

Chair, a Track Chair, you assign reviewers to conference, you review 
papers 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you agree to technically co-sponsor a conference, your OU will have zero financial involvement in the conference but still has to be substantially involved in executing a high quality technical program. You should have a sufficient role to assess and monitor the technical program and quality.  We strongly suggest having your OU either participate by becoming a technical program chair, a track chair or assign a sizable number reviewers to the technical program committee.  This is truly the only way for you and your OU to know – that the conference proceedings quality is excellent and is representative of the IEEE brand.  
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All conference proceedings are subject to random 
content quality audits 

The IEEE Technical Program Integrity Committee is 
responsible for monitoring content quality 
– This committee is made up of IEEE volunteers 

 
 

Ensure content quality by having 
your OU resources directly 
involved in the technical program 
for all Technically Co-sponsored 
conferences 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE conducts random audits on conference’s proceedings to help ensure quality. We have learned that when an OU is not substantially involved  in a conference’s  technical program, it increases the likelihood that there are concerns with the quality of the proceedings.   In some extreme cases, conference proceedings can be rejected for publication in IEEE Xplore by the Technical Program Integrity Committee. The TPIC is a committee  made up of IEEE volunteers that monitor content quality.   This scenario negatively impacts many  parties, the authors, the OU and IEEE as a whole, so please ensure you have your OU resources involved in all conferences that you sponsor.  
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A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is required prior to 
approval 

Oversight of the IEEE brand in all marketing materials 
– Any conference is not allowed to guarantee publication of their 

proceedings on conference websites, call for papers or any 
conference communications 

The financial sponsor/s is responsible for managing the overall 
conference (not the IEEE OU) 
– Examples: venue selection, negotiating services, exhibit 

management, marketing and public relations 

Obtaining approval of the conference from IEEE 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Memorandum of Understanding is required since there are two or more parties involved in a technically co-sponsored conference. You document on the MOU how your OU is directly involved in the technical program. The financial sponsors are permitted to use the IEEE brand to promote and market the conference. Please ensure that all websites and communications adhere to the IEEE brand guidelines found on IEEE.org. The conference proceedings from a technically co-sponsored conference are only eligible for publication in Xplore. We can not promote any guarantees of publication  due to content quality audit process we just reviewed.     The technically co-sponsoring IEEE OU is not responsible for running the conference, it is the financial sponsor’s responsibility.   As a reminder, the same online conference application process applies.
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To become involved with new, cutting edge science or 
technologies where IEEE is not a major player 

To increase the IEEE brand exposure to a new audience  

Providing technical co-sponsorship is an effective way for you 
to determine if a non-IEEE organization should be considered 
for financial sponsorship in the future 

To provide an activity for your OU members to participate in 

When you have a lack of resources to financially sponsor a 
conference 

– You can only provide resources to assist with the technical              
program execution 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often an IEEE OU will technically co-sponsor a conference to learn more about an emerging scientific area. It offers IEEE brand exposure to a potentially new audience.  You may have interest in working with a particular non-IEEE organization on a conference but would like to see first hand if it is a good fit for your OU. This is a way to participate without incurring any financial risk. Technical co-sponsorship also provides activities for your OU members to become involved and contribute. The bottom line is, if you do not have resources available to align with the conference you should not technically co-sponsor a conference.  
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A memorandum of understanding (MoU) 
describes a bilateral or multilateral agreement 
between two or more parties 

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is 
required when two or more entities have agreed 
to provide co-sponsorship to a IEEE conference 

The MOU protects the interests of all parties is 
good business practice  

A MOU defines the responsibilities for all sponsors and is endorsed 
by all participants. (via an electronic review and signatory process) 

Co-sponsors may be IEEE organizational units or not-for-profit 
non-IEEE organizations 

All MOUs are approved by Conference Business Services 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A memorandum of understanding is required when two or more entities agree to sponsor an IEEE conference. So all Co-sponsored conferences, including technically co-sponsored conferences require an MOU.An MOU is approved, via an  electronic signatory process which ensures all parties  understand what they are responsible for. As mentioned before, this is a good business practice.  It protects all parties interests. Each MOU is approved by Conference Business Services. 
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After you submit the IEEE Conference Application, IEEE requests 
confirmation of your conference sponsorship. If you have more than 
one sponsor for your conference, IEEE will send each sponsor a link 
to an online MOU form  

IEEE sends the MOU to the sponsor signatory who was entered in 
the IEEE Conference Application. As the signatory, the person is 
authorized to enter into contract agreements for your conference 

Each party reviews and chooses either “Approve or Decline” 
– If you choose Decline, enter a reason for declining the MOU 

– If the sponsor declines the MOU, IEEE will contact the person who submitted the 
application and all sponsoring representatives.  

Meetings, Conferences & Events (MCE) will work with those 
mentioned to update the information in your IEEE Conference 
Application 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read Slide 
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Working with Non- IEEE 
Organizations  
 
HAND OUT:   
EVALUATING CONFERENCE    
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section Two, we are now going to review ways to work with non-IEEE organizations. 
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Organizations want their conferences to be aligned with 
the preeminent collection of engineers and scientists in 
the world  

The IEEE brand brings immediate credibility to their 
conference and establishes a high quality expectation 
for potential attendees 

Their conference will be promoted in IEEE conference 
search which dramatically increases the organization’s 
reach to potential attendees (increased revenue) 

Conference proceedings are eligible for publishing in 
Xplore 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IEEE brand is recognized around the world in engineering and technology communities. Many conferences approach an IEEE OU requesting sponsorship because of our renowned volunteers and they want to align their conference with the IEEE brand. The IEEE brand brings immediate credibility to a conference, so we need to ensure that when we are sponsoring a conference, it is a high quality conference.All approved IEEE conferences are promoted in the IEEE search which is an excellent  marketing tool aimed at a very targeted audience. Organizations also like to approach IEEE because it provides an opportunity for the conference proceedings to be published in Xplore. 
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To increase your conference attendance and revenue 

Community building stimulates convergence of thinking 
across disciplines.  
– You can bring in closely related scientific areas to broaden the scope and 

develop more inter-disciplinary tracks   

To obtain additional resources that can aid conference 
planning and execution 
– Patronage, press releases, space, promotion 

Networking with peers and sharing of technical knowledge  

To learn from others, see how other organizations execute 
events and conferences 

To spread the risk and total organizing effort 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When an IEEE OU agrees to provide conference sponsorship there are many positives we can achieve.  You can potentially reach a new audience which can increase both attendance at your event and IEEE membership.  Working with other organizations can help foster new ideas and can potentially bring additional resources to the conference.  One of the most significant benefits of attending a conference has always be the ability to network with your peers and this is valuable by product of working with other organizations. Partnering also minimizes your OU’s  risk and total organizing efforts. So there are many beneficial reasons to work with other IEEE OUs or non-IEEE organizations, we just need to make sure we sponsor the right opportunities. We will expand on this issue later in the training module. 
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You should engage with your potential sponsors 
in the early stages of conference planning    

It is recommended to engage sponsors after you 
have already determined: 
– Conference scope 

– Event scale (global, regional, local) 

– Volunteers availability to participate and execute the 
conference 

– Budget draft is constructed 

 
 

There are situations where you could work with your sponsors on 
defining scope and the event scale, this typically occurs when you 
have previously worked with the sponsor 

After completing a budget draft , you can then determine if there is a 
need for co-sponsors and/or conference supporters 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As far as timing goes, you should look to engage your sponsors, early in the planning process. In many cases its helpful to have a draft budget completed to help you determine if you believe including other organizations would improve conference attendance for example. In other cases you may work with the sponsors on crafting the entire conference plan. In ether case, the key point is to engage your sponsors early in the conference planning stage. Once you have gained verbal agreement from your sponsors, you can then begin the online conference application process. 
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Are you aligning the IEEE brand with                        
the appropriate technical or scholarly                
institutions or associations 
– What is their reputation and brand? 

Can someone from your OU verify the 
suitability of an organization as a 
partner for IEEE 

Evaluate all sponsorship opportunities 
before agreeing to partner  
– Confirm not-for-profit status, is legal 

documentation available? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As far as how you should partner with organizations…a key point is – do you really know this partner?In many cases, we are approached by non-IEEE organizations that we are not familiar with, so when this occurs some due diligence is require by the IEEE OU and conference organizers.Some key high level considerations are brand related.  What is the brand of the potential partner, are they a well known or little known.  The IEEE brand should be aligned with the top organizations and universities in a specific field of interest or location.   Keep in mind that the IEEE brand elevates the lesser known brand.    Another recommendation is to seek out feedback from anyone in your OU who has worked with this organization in the past.  Did they have a positive or negative experience?An IEEE OU is never required to sponsor a conference. In fact, we should be selective and agree to only sponsor conferences that provide value to our membership. �The key take away here is that these organizations and conference sponsorship opportunities require relationship development, personal interaction and not just third party research before entering into a sponsorship agreement.  



 
  

Evaluating Conference Sponsorship Opportunities 
with Non-IEEE Organizations 
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Is the opportunity is in your field of interest? 

Does the topic fill a topical niche that is underserved? 

Does the opportunity provide access to a new audience?   

Do you have enough resources to participate in the technical 
program at minimum? 

Is the conference lead time greater than 12 months in 
advance of the conference date? 

The conference does compete with any existing IEEE 
conferences (*potentially dilutes your audience) 

The conference doesn’t compete with any non-IEEE 
conference that are in the same field of interest? * 

If these conditions are not met, your OU should not 
sponsor this conference. If the fit, available resources 
and timing is right, continue your evaluation 

1) FIT 
2) RESOURCES 
3) TIMING 

Best Practices 
 Step 1  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have some recommendations based on identified best practices on how to evaluate organizations that approach your OU, requesting sponsorship. The are three initial factors to consider -  FIT, AVAIABLE RESOURCES and TIMING.  Our first consideration, is this opportunity in my field of interest or for a MGA OU is the location within my geographic area.Secondly, does the conference topic fill a void where IEEE is not known as a subject matter leader? If yes, this could be an excellent benefit to your membership.  One of the most significant considerations is, does your OU have enough available resources to participate in this conference?  If you do not have available resources, how can you be adequately be involved? The answer to this question is simple you can not. Do you have enough lead time to execute a quality conference? If you are approached two months in advance of a conference start date, you can not derive enough value nor ensure the quality of the conference proceedings.  Appropriate lead time is required. Another timing consideration, does the sponsorship opportunity compete with any existing IEEE or non-IEEE conferences in a particular field of interest or geographic location. If it will compete with another conference you would reduce the pool of potential attendees which can negatively impact the financial success of any conference. So if either the fit, available resources or timing is not right, you should most likely not sponsor the conference at this time. If the fit, resources and timing are all satisfactory, continue your research.     



 
  

Evaluating Conference Sponsorship Opportunities 
with Non-IEEE Organizations (continued) 
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Review the organization’s website and previous conference history  
– Query the leadership team’s biographies, review previous conference locations, call for 

papers and key statistics:  acceptance rates, papers/reviewer, reviews/paper   

Have the Non-IEEE organization formally present the opportunity   

Implement an application process to collect previous conference 
historical data 

If you are unsure if it is the right opportunity, consult with MCE     
ieee-crm@ieee.org 

After your assessment is complete, determine if this  
sponsorship opportunity is the right fit for your conference  
– Yes proceed, No reject, Not at this time - future potential  

 

Best Practices  Step 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you continue your evaluation, research the non-IEEE organization’s website. Review previous conferences if they are listed. When possible, review conference statistics as they can tell you allot about the quality of a conference. For example, if you see that each reviewer was assigned 25 full papers to review, you should question the review process and the quality of the entire technical program. Some OUs request that the non-IEEE organization to present the opportunity to their conference committee or key personal. Other OUs collect information that is noted on these slide via an application process.  If after your assessment, if you are unsure if the opportunity is a good one or not, always remember you can contact MCE for assistance, we are here to help you.  The most significant take away from this process is to evaluate all opportunities. Take the time to review key information on previous conferences, look at the organization’s  leadership team and then make a good business decision on behalf of IEEE.  Without this due diligence you can potentially participate in low quality conference which can negatively impact the IEEE brand and your OU’s. 
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